
Widely recognised as one of the leading systems for workforce management solutions,  
Addtime products are synonymous with reliability, increased functionality and continuous innovation. 

Modules include:
Personnel, Absence Management, Attendance, Access Control, Asset Management,  
Job Costing, Cost Centre Analysis, Fire Alarm Roll Call, Assembly Point, Reports, ESS and TWC.
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Platinum+ 2016 sees 
the introduction of 

asset management…

Introduction
Addtime Recording Company Ltd is recognised as one of the UK’s leading suppliers of 
workforce management solutions. With thousands of installations across the UK and 
Ireland, the Addtime name is synonymous with reliability, functionality and innovation.

We employ a full-time, UK based team, that has been developing workforce 
management hardware and software for over 30 years. We can install 
systems efficiently, train your staff and provide unrivalled support. We also 
value customer feedback to assist in the development of our products.

Platinum+ is the fourteenth generation of our core product and once again 
includes many exciting new features. Whether your organisation is a large 
multi-site operation or a workshop with only a few staff, we believe that our 
product is the correct choice for you.

Peter Hilton
Platinum+ Director

30
over

years
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Many of our customers are happy with our service provided through our high-quality 
support team. Some of the company’s below have been on support contracts for 
numerous years with Addtime who we have created comfortable relationships with, and 
they are happy to recommend us.

3Addtime acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document

B a a  B a r  C l u b s
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People make businesses and organisations successful. Managing those people’s 
information assists in achieving this success. Fitting then, that at the heart of each 
Platinum+ system is Platinum+ personnel.
Platinum+ personnel provides an effective way of managing all your personnel data. It allows you to store, update and view personnel information, with full 
auditing, in a secure environment based on company defined permissions. Platinum+ personnel keeps all of your information in one place. From copies of driving 
licenses to previous employer references, from blood type to bank account details - Platinum+ personnel stores the data centrally making it available for viewing 
and reporting when required.

The key is having all your information in one easily accessible place. Everything from contact details to medical reviews, vehicle information to yearly appraisals – 
Platinum+ provides a truly effective solution. Platinum+ personnel integrates with the agenda to provide reminders of important events ranging from birthdays 
to certification renewal.

Personnel
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In short, Platinum+ personnel sets the standard for integrated H.R.  

•	Take staff ID photos through the personnel module using any webcam.

•	Store employment details including training, disciplinary and qualifications gained. 

•	Use the personnel wizard to quickly set up new employees, ensuring that all the required 
information has been added correctly. � 

•	The pro-active To-do list lets you know when qualifications, review dates etc. are about 
to expire. � 

•	User defined fields allow you to hold unlimited amounts of information specific to your 
company that is not included in the other personnel modules.

•	Scan documents such as driving license and passport and store within the employees 
record.

•	Print staff ID badges through the personnel module directly to your ID badge printer.

•	Connection to the asset management module enables the recording of PPE, mobile 
phones and IT technology.

New features include:  

•	Improved menu layout

•	Document scanning

•	Enhanced employment history records

•	Training matrix
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Absence management

•	Comprehensive absence and holiday booking screens ensure that the 
required information has been entered correctly.

•	Compatible with Bradford Factor methodology.

•	Detailed statistical information is available while booking absences, this will 
allow you to keep good staffing levels and ensure that employees cannot 
take more than their yearly entitlement.

•	Platinum+ automatically renews each person’s absence entitlements every 
year, taking into account any days carried forward from the previous absence 
year and can even award additional time due to a person’s years service.

•	Create absence entitlement policies with special rules for new starters and 
long serving employees.

•	Enhanced tactical absence analysis.

Tracking holiday entitlement, managing holiday schedules and monitoring absenteeism 
are the three essential factors that make up Platinum+ absence management.

It is now possible to create absence entitlement policies that define the number of days holiday based on years service from any date. You can specify the 
amount of time that may be carried forward from one year to the next and even award entitlement credits for additional holidays. All absence management 
amendments must be approved and finalised for secure auditing.

What would happen if all the fork-lift drivers were on holiday at the same time? Or the first aiders? or the staff qualified to complete key tasks in the workplace? 
Platinum+ absence management enables line managers to view holiday plans before authorising an absence booking. Platinum+ also keeps track of the types of 
absenteeism in the workplace as well as monitoring the holidays taken and days booked in advanced.
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The absence management information 
panel can be customised to the clients 
exact requirements.
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Attendance
Increasing your company’s productivity starts with one important factor – the 
improvement of your employee’s time keeping. The right people in the right place at the 
right time will guarantee ‘smooth running’ with maximum efficiency – a goal that every 
company should strive to achieve.

Platinum+ attendance provides you with the tools to 
schedule where your workforce should be and how long 
they should be working. It allows you to plan for each 
department within the company, selecting employees with 
the relevant tasks for the job in hand. 

An increasing number of businesses are choosing 
flexitime, rotational shifts and annualised hours as their 
preferred working method. Platinum+ can cope with any 
type of work pattern and overtime calculation using its 
unique script engine. 

Not all systems are designed to our high standard. 
Platinum+ has spent over twenty five years developing 
a sophisticated attendance product that alerts users to 
several basic, yet important facts;
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t9-7550
office ESS terminal
supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options
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Platinum+ access control brings you indispensable security, protecting that which is 
most important - your people and your property.

Simple to use but extremely effective, Platinum+ access is now installed at more than one thousand companies across the UK and West Africa. Designed to 
integrate seamlessly with Platinum+ personnel ensures that when a contractor completes a job or when an individual leaves employment, they will not be able 
to access your building.

Platinum+ access can be used to control doors, barriers and gates. Our team of access control specialists will carry out the install in a quick and efficient manner 
with the minimum amount of disruption to your workplace.

Platinum+ access – you decide who goes where and at what time!

Example vehicle barrier

Example office door

Access control

Example 
turnstile

t9-0390
weatherproof biometric reader
supporting biometric/proximity/
keypad options

t9-1010 access 
control terminal

t9-0240
weatherproof 
proximity reader ID badge

t9-0530 Platinum+ 
door furniture
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Full auditing is available. 

Management information:

•	What time people left the site rather than the time they finished work

•	Who has attempted to access the site outside permitted hours.

Security guard features:

•	Keep track of your employees with real time monitoring.

•	Alert feature on your agenda will notify you immediately of failed entry 
attempts, doors that are ajar and doors that have been forced.

•	Keep an archive of all door activity for future reference.

•	Quickly disable lost and stolen badges.

•	Finally, for companies requiring a higher level of security, remember that the 
access control supports the Platinum+ fingerprint reader technology.
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The Platinum+ asset management module allows you to keep track of ‘things of value’ to 
your company.  These things may be as diverse as work boots, laptops, mobile phones 
and fork-lift trucks!

New in Platinum+ 2016 is the asset management module.  Designed initially to provide a method of keeping track of personal protection equipment, the module 
rapidly expanded to include other items including mobile phones and IT equipment.  The module is not just limited to personal items.  It has been developed to 
include tangible assets such as company vehicles,  fork-lift trucks and even items such as boilers and air-conditioning units.  The module allows you to store 
maintenance records and even asset disposal information.

Personnel Protection Equipment (PPE) 
The Platinum+ 2016 asset management 
module includes a section for staff PPE.  
It is now possible to record the type of 
equipment issued to each employee 
along with key information such as 
date of issue, size, cost, supplier and 
expiration date.  Managers can see an 
overview of PPE issued using a new dashboard and if an employee should 
leave, a list of ‘assets’ to be returned is available through a new option within 
the personnel module.

Other system asset types include: 
•	Mobile phone

•	IT equipment

•	Vehicles

Asset management
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An exciting new hardware product which utilises the asset 
management module is the weatherproof asset controller reader, 
and the asset controller.  These items can be connected to any 
piece of machinery and will not allow the machinery to be used 
until the operator has proved who they are through the biometric 
or proximity card reader feature.  Platinum+ will then check to 
see if the operator has the correct, valid qualifications to use 
the machinery and only then will the asset controller enable the 
machine to start.

t9-1710 
asset controller

t9-0300 
weatherproof asset 
controller reader
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Monitoring costs on the shop floor has been made simpler with Platinum+’s integrated 
job costing module.

Not only does Platinum+ allow costing by job, but it also gives you the flexibility of costing by department, individual employee and specific operation. By using 
the performance comparison reports, you can check on the effectiveness of your employees and highlight areas for improvement.

Logging job details couldn’t be easier. An employee simply presses the clearly marked ‘job start’ or ‘job stop’ function buttons on the data collection terminal and 
follows a series of simple on screen requests such as ‘Job code’, or ‘Operation code’. The touch-screen keypad may be used although an increasing number of 
businesses chose to use barcode scanners for increased efficiency. 

The data collected by the terminal is passed directly to the Platinum+ software 
making it instantly available for reports and enquiries. With clear identification 
for each job and operation, Platinum+ lets you drill down to the exact layer of 
information you need, making it easy to compare performance and address 
areas where productivity can be improved

The Platinum+ terminals run bespoke scripts designed specifically around your 
business needs, ensuring that the solution provided is perfect for you.

Job costing
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Supported barcode types (external hand held scanner) include:  

•	Interleaved 2 of 5

•	EAN-13

•	Code 2 of 5

•	Code 93

•	Code 11

•	Code 128 t9-5020
weatherproof industrial terminal
supporting biometric/proximity/
keypad options

t9-7550
office ESS terminal
supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options
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Different rates of pay for different processes are no problem for Platinum+’s new cost 
centre analysis module.

Do your employees have different rates of pay depending on the cost centre 
they are working in?  If so, Platinum+’s cost centre analysis module and 
enhanced remuneration feature are now available to identify the amount of 
time, and the labour cost, of the work.

Specifying the cost centre can be achieved in a number of ways:  some 
companies choose to install separate terminals in each cost centre whilst 
other companies require that the employee selects the correct cost centre 
from a list on the terminal screen. 

An Platinum+ specialist will help the customer to identify the preferred method 
and will then produce a specification for the development team, enabling 
suitable scripts to be produced, providing a solution that fits the clients exact 
requirements.

Cost centre analysis
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Selecting a cost centre

t9-7550
office ESS terminal
supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options
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Did you know that your fire monitoring system can be connected directly to Platinum+  
to produce an accurate roll-call report in the event of an emergency?

An increasing number of safety-conscious businesses have introduced this simple feature to ensure the health and safety of their employees. 

The way this feature works is very simple: the roll-call facility within Platinum+ gathers information from different sources – from attendance terminals, from 
access terminals, from assembly points and from the ESS. This information is processed constantly to ensure that the roll-call list is kept permanently up-to-
date. Using this roll-call list allows Platinum+ to produce roll-call reports on demand as required. 

Fire alarm roll call / Assembly point

In the event of the company fire alarm being 
activated, the Platinum+ alarm monitor will 
instantly instruct the software to:

1. Automatically send a roll-call report, either 
to a network printer or to a number of preset 
email addresses.

2. Unlock a selected group of access controlled 
doors in the area.

The fire alarm roll call service will continue to 
monitor alarm signals and will never require 
resetting. If you have chosen to automatically 
unlock any access controlled doors, they will 
require re-locking using a simple function 
available through a Manager’s agenda slider bar 
– ensuring the doors never remain locked in the 
event of a fire!

t9-1610 
fire monitor terminal

roll call report 
sent to iphone

company fire alarm 
system
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Designed to compliment the fire alarm monitor, assembly point terminals can provide an effective method 
of recording who has safely vacated the building in the event of a fire.

By positioning weatherproof readers in external safe-zones, staff simply present their id badge or finger to 
prove that they have reached the safe area.  The attendance display panel (ADP), will instantly list the staff 
in the safe zones with a real-time update providing an accurate view of staff remaining outside these area.

Alternatively, assembly point terminals can be used to prove that an individual has reached a particular 
area, for example: someone has arrived for work, is in the building for roll call purposes, but has not yet 
‘booked’ for attendance.

The t9-1510 assembly point terminals support up to 15,000 employees, providing an accurate solution for 
even the largest companies.

t9-0240
weatherproof 

proximity reader

t9-0390
weatherproof biometric reader

supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options

t9-1510 
assembly terminal
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Old style manual attendance 
display panel suitable for small, 

single office environment.

Who’s in, who’s out?Utilise Platinum+’s real-time, roll-call engine to identify departmental  manager’s 
attendance  status by quickly viewing the Platinum+ ADP feature.

If you need a real-time, on-screen reference of who is in work and when they 
arrived, look no further than the enhanced ADP feature.

ADP (Attendance Display Panel)
Now an integral part of Platinum+ and utilising it’s tried & tested roll-call 
technology, the ADP provides Managers with a fast and efficient method of 
confirming exactly which employees are currently on-site.

We’ve also added a ‘return-to-work’ indicator that can be used as a message 
reminder when a selected individual books back in.

Single and multi-site support
The Platinum+ ADP can run on both local and remote networks.  This means 
that the booking made by someone in Newcastle can be seen in real-time by a 
receptionist, (on a centralised system), in a completely different part of the country.

Do you need to quickly find out whether members of staff have left the building?

ADP (attendance display panel)
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Platinum+’s scalable automated attendance display 
panel suitable for any size of business with any number 
of employees at multiple locations around the world.
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Superb reports & graphs available through 
Business Objects and Excel...

Platinum+ acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document

Platinum+’s major strength is its customisation ability -there are no other products in the same market 
sector that offer such a high level of personalisation.

The Platinum+ report module provides over 160 clear and concise user editable reports, forms and graphs 
as standard.  The Platinum+ export module provides an easy way to pass raw Platinum+ data to an external 
application such as Microsoft Excel for further data mining or to simply develop an ad-hoc report.

Platinum+ customisation points appear throughout the package and along with the Platinum+ 
SmartBooking® technology provide the development team the facility to create unique solutions.  For further 
information about Platinum+ customisation, please contact the Platinum+ team to arrange an appointment.

The ability to provide each client with a unique, customisable solution makes the 
Platinum+ workforce management system the obvious choice.

Reports, exports and customisation

Over 160 pre-defined reports tried and tested by the Platinum+ community A variety of exports designed to work with Microsoft Excel



25Platinum+ acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document

reports 
exports and 
customisa-
tion
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Information collected by the lone worker module enables 
managers to see exactly where someone is, and precisely 
when they started work.

Location tracking
Bubbletracker technology is the size of a matchbox and 
can be carried by an individual or fitted directly to their 
vehicle.  Utilising 3G and GPS technology, the Bubbletracker 
device reports its exact global position to a cloud-based 
server every five minutes, providing  an extremely accurate 
map of the route taken on any particular day.  Platinum+ 
regularly accesses the Bubbletracker server to download this 
information and integrates it within its own SQL database.

The lone worker feature within Platinum+ 2016 enables 
a manager to check an individual’s exact location without 
the need to contact the person.  Start times, routes taken 
and arrival times are now visible from within the Platinum+ 
application.  A great new management feature is the 
ability to view multiple staff positions on the screen at one 
time, allowing a manager to easily decide which individual 
is closest to a location, say in the event of a sales or 
maintenance call.

Platinum+ 2016 provides an extremely effective method of tracking lone workers by 
utilising GPS based ‘Bubbletracker’ technology.

Lone worker
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Remote attendance bookings
What makes the lone worker feature even more exciting is the facility for individuals to ‘book remotely’.  Now for the first time, staff that are not physically 
present at the location of the attendance terminals can easily clock in and out by using a button on the bubble tracker device.  When pressed, a vibrate alert 
informs the individual that they have ‘booked’ and within seconds the attendance record is created within Platinum+.  What makes this record slightly different is 
that it also carries a ‘location stamp’ enables managers to see the individuals exact location for that booking time.

With both a low-cost initial purchase price for the Bubbletracker device and an extremely competitive yearly ‘airtime’ rental charge, the Platinum+ lone worker 
module with bubble tracker is sure to provide an affordable solution for businesses looking for effective ways of tracking drivers, sales staff and maintenance 
crews.
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No more searching for important information.  The To-do list and Dashboard features 
gather important data and present it in an easy to read format.  Both Standard To-do lists 
and dashboards are provided with the system and are assigned to users at the point of 
installation. Both can be customised and may be designed to contain both Platinum+ and 
non-Platinum+ system information.

Two slick methods of presenting key company data in customisable formats.

To-do list & Dashboards
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Please note that for companies requiring ‘bespoke’ software links, we 
are able to offer a unique development service utilising the Platinum+ 
scripting engine.

Every company has a deadline for running the payroll yet how many 
times has the deadline had to be delayed due to line-managers failing 
to approve overtime?

Platinum+ includes a ‘payroll reminder’ to-do list item. Set by the 
Platinum+ administrator, this feature provides an hourly countdown 
reminder of the oncoming payroll deadline!

Finally, once the Platinum+ payroll link has passed the hours worked 
to the company payroll, the agenda item changes and highlights the 
date and time of the successful payroll link.

Platinum+ includes an authorised, integrated multi-company payroll link option that 
eliminates the need for third party ’payroll linking software’.

Payroll link
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Payroll transfer automation

Once this feature has been configured, the process of passing data from Platinum+ 
to your payroll is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. Ensure all line-managers have approved their staff overtime.

2. Click File, then Payroll, and select the correct company. 

3. Press the ‘Transfer’ button!

Within seconds, the Platinum+ data is passed to your payroll, eliminating all human 
data entry errors - it really is that easy!
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Platinum+ ESS – empowering your employees
The second generation ESS really comes into its own as the terminals now have touch-screen technology fitted as standard.  The following terminals based ESS 
functions are available as standard:

Absence management
Holiday entitlement request – individuals can check their holiday entitlement including number of holidays taken, holiday requests pending approval and 
remaining days.

Absence leave request – Individuals can request leave up to three years in advance.  These requests are posted directly to the 
individual’s manager’s Platinum+ agenda for approval.

Absence leave cancellation – Individuals can request cancellation of previously approved leave.

Attendance
View my scheduled rota – individuals can now check what daily schedules they are planned to work, up to 31 days in 
advance.

Hours worked summary – individuals can select a previous period and check their hours worked at basic plus other overtime 
rates.  Individual booking times can also be displayed.

General
Email-me! – This popular facility will instantly send an email to the individual’s personal email address containing, 
rota, hours worked and absence management information.

Available to a customer’s workforce as standard through the Platinum+ terminals or 
via a web browser through PCs, tablets or mobile phones, the capacity and scope of the 
facility is second to none.

ESS at the terminal

t9-7550
office ESS terminal
supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options
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1. touch anywhere on the time and date screen 2. then touch the ESS button

3. next, prove who you are 4. now select timesheet information

By creating an interactive framework that shares intelligence between the hardware, firmware and software, the ESS facility is not only able to act as a portal 
enabling access to key information, it now offers the ability for individuals to initiate requests and to confirm questions from terminal.

Platinum+’s highly developed scripting language is now flexible enough to enable leave requests to be made from the terminal, messages to be sent to 
individuals, confirmation of message reads to be sent back to management and it is even possible to create integration links to third party system so information 
from different sources appears seamlessly at one point.

ESS functions are also available at the weatherproof 
industrial terminal with the exception of absence leave 
request and cancellation.

Employee Self Service
ESS

t9-5020
weatherproof industrial terminal supporting 
biometric/proximity/keypad options
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Platinum+ ESS – empowering your employees
As the workplace becomes increasingly diverse, it is not always practical for employees to ‘book’ at a conventional, wall mounted terminal. In these types of 
situations, Platinum+ ESS can be used to provide an extensive range of functions accesible from both your company intranet or directly from the internet.

Available to a customer’s workforce as standard through the Platinum+ terminals or 
via a web browser through PCs, tablets or mobile phones, the capacity and scope of the 
facility is second to none.

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone
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About me
•	 Display address and next of kin details
•	 Display employee’s training matrix
•	 Display employment appraisal and achievement information
•	 View company documents
Absence management
•	 Graphical display of holidays booked, holidays taken and 

holidays remaining on login screen
•	 Facility for staff to check their own entitlement and 

remaining holiday balance
•	 Ability to check who else in their department has booked 

time-off before requesting their own time-off
Attendance
•	 GPS location stored at the point of booking
•	 Graphical display of basic and overtime hours worked for 

each day this week
•	 Adding a booking in real-time or retrospectively
•	 Facility to check work rotas
Job costing
•	 Adding a booking in real-time or retrospectively
•	 Facility to view timesheet
Cost centre analysis
•	 Adding a booking in real-time or retrospectively
•	 Facility to view timesheet

Employee Self Service
ESS
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TWC is a dedicated web browser interface, accessed online from any 
mobile, tablet or desktop.  TWC provides managers with permission 
based, secure access to key Platinum+ features including:

General
•	 ADP (Attendance Display Panel) for a range of staff

•	 View staff rota

Personnel
•	 View personnel records including training matrix

Absence Management (for selected staff members)
•	 Authorise or decline bookings

•	 Submit new booking

•	 Amend existing booking

•	 View entitlement

Attendance (for selected staff members)
•	 Authorise or decline bookings

•	 Submit new booking

•	 View timesheet

Managers can now access key Platinum+ features when away from their desks.

TWC (the web client)
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The Web Client
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Customer care

It is the customer care team’s responsibility to ensure that all customers are 
satisfied with their Addtime product and consequently they are responsible 
for making care calls, organising additional training and managing the support 
team.

A member of the Addtime customer care team will regularly contact clients to 
check that the system is functioning correctly, ensuring potential problems are 
addressed before they can be classed as an incident.

Training
Customer care can organise planned training courses with full documentation 
which aim to teach staff from each department how to realise the total value 
of Platinum+.

Your offices
Training can be carried out at your business premises anywhere in the UK.

Courses and Certification
Courses can be created for each customer’s individual needs. There are, 
however, a set of standard courses which cover such topics as basic 
introduction, personnel, access control and job costing.

A short technical course, 45 minutes, is also available for your company’s IT 
specialist as we may require their assistance on larger installations.

Certification
All training courses carry authorised certification.

Training
The Addtime customer care team are always available to be booked for 
additional training sessions, should the customer require them. Whether your 
main Platinum+ system users have left their role within the company, or they 
want more understanding of the system, we can arrange to send our team 
to your site to re-program and re-train staff. The Addtime team are happy 
to travel throughout the UK for training sessions or for your staff to visit our 
offices.

Once the Platinum+ system has been implemented we believe that it is our responsibility 
to ensure that the system always runs smoothly.   The Platinum+ customer care team 
achieve this goal by working closely with each client in a pro-active manner.

Certified
OPERATOR

Platinum+
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www.addtimerecording.co.uk
t: +44 (0)1942 272061

This is to confirm that

having successfully completed the  
Addtime Platinum+ 2016 training course  
is now a certified Platinum+ operator.

Peter Hilton 
Managing Director – Addtime Recording Company Limited
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Sometimes things go wrong and usually at the most inconvenient time.  When this 
happens, the Platinum+ support team are ready to help you get back on track!

Platinum+ global assist

What is Platinum+ support agreement?
Platinum+ support agreement is the name given to the support agreement 
that Addtime offers to all of its customers. Each support agreement contains 
details of the customers’ designated support level agreement (SLA)

The SLA covers both software and hardware.
Before you purchase a new system, the extent of your Platinum+ SLA will 
be documented within your quotation. Usually this includes a twelve month 
software support agreement, a twelve month hardware warranty and details 
of site visits for software and firmware updates plus any required ‘new feature’ 
awareness training. 

When you purchase a system you will receive the SLA document through the 
post.

After this initial period, you will be sent an invoice for the following year’s 
support agreement. Support is not compulsory but is strongly recommended!

How will the Platinum+ support team help?
Within customer care we have a full-time, office based support team that 
are available to answer your questions between 8.30am and 5.30pm, each 
weekday. Incidents can also be reported out of office hours using our web-
based helpdesk service.  

When addressing an incident, the support team utilise remote desktop support 
technology to access your PC, (with your permission), to identify and rectify 
the reported problem.  Members of the support team have also worked in the 
development team and as a result, are able to provide an extremely high level 
of technical product knowledge.
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VPN
Virtual Private Networking

Remote Desktop

Connection
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t9-7550
office ESS terminal
supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options

t9-5020
weatherproof industrial terminal
supporting biometric/proximity/
keypad options

t9-0230 
proximity enrolment device

t8-0355 
biometric enrolment device

Platinum+ products
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t9-0240
weatherproof 

proximity reader

t9-0390
weatherproof biometric reader

supporting biometric/
proximity/keypad options

t9-1710 
asset controller

t9-0300 
weatherproof asset 
controller reader

t9-1010 
access terminal

t9-1610 
fire monitor terminal

t9-1510 
assembly terminal
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